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Quantum Hall Effect
In addition, higher energy levels will not contribute to this commutative relationship [Magro] Dec. 12 Seminar at Osaka Univ. 4
Non-Commutative QED NCQFT starts from the assumption that the continuous Minkowski space-time with coordinates x is the long-distance limit of a space-time geometry with noncommuting coordinates
NCQED Lagrangian
The noncommuting coordinates can be realized on an ordinary commuting space-time by the associative Moyal * -product
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Cµν
In central mass frame, an electron experiences a B field along y axis, and E field along -x axis. Thus C 13 = 1, others are zero. There is no contribution for the non-commutative relation from E field [ Dayi,Jellal, How to estimate f factor Many body system approaches First , we try to relate to filling factor of lowest landau level.
Then, we calculate F-factor used in condense matter.
One body system approach F-factor calculated by background field theory is undergoing. Estimation shows it is very small. F factor calculation in Condense matter physics NC effect, which is closely related to a new form of quantum fluid with fractionally charged excitations. has been intensively studied in condense matter physics.
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Spring-8 BL38B3 parameters
Energy 8GeV 
Summary
Why we should do this experiment now.
First time do an experiment about NC effect. First time study LLL effect through BCS process in Large Bcm field (~10000 T) due to Lorenz boost. In fact, the highest static B field in existing condensed matter physics on LLL via Quantum Hall effect is about 40 T. We have all experiment apparatus now, which need for this experiment. We have gotten some financial support from China.
